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Course Faculty

Leon Clark
Leon has nearly 20 years of experience in 
developing competencies in signalling, 
control systems & rolling stock engineering,  
as well as developing & delivering diverse  
rail training projects

Adam Clark
Adam has 18 years of experience in various 
rail projects with experience spanning across 
systems engineering, hardware engineering 
& systems integration for communications, 
telemetry & train control systems

Key Learning Objectives

 — Gain a working knowledge of fundamentals 
for railway train control and signalling 
systems for freight, intercity passenger  
and urban light rail transit operations

 — Learn how many of today’s train control 
and signalling systems are designed and 
operated to increase railway capacity, 
reliability, safety and competitiveness

 — Explore the merits of the different  
types of signalling and control systems

 — Hear the latest information about the 
methods and technologies being used  
in current rail signalling practice

 — Review the applicable rules, regulations, 
standards and specifications that govern 
the design and maintenance of various 
signalling systems

ONSITE & CUSTOMISED
For onsite, tailored versions of this  
course please contact +61 2 9080 4311

PACKED WITH ACTIVITIES & WORKSHOPS

Rail Signalling &  
Control Fundamentals
2-Day Training Course: An Essential Guide to Signalling for Non-Signalling People

Learn to work more effectively with those who design signal systems through this entry-level training designed to 
build your awareness of base system architecture, the jargon, & operational aspects of signal & train control systems

MEDIA PARTNER:

LOCATION & DATE
28 & 29 March 2017
Sydney

CALL 02 9080 4311 for on-site options

8+ participants
up to

on-site &  
customised40%20% see  

overleaf

HOW TO SAVE
4+ participants



ABOUT THE COURSE FACULTY

Leon is an educational professional, with extensive experience 
within engineering, manufacturing and defence.

With nearly 21 years of experience in developing competencies 
in rail signalling, signalling control and rolling stock engineering, 
he is well known in the Asia-Pacific rail industry. His expertise 
has included devising, developing and delivering rail industry 
training projects in signalling systems, including Wes and 
Solid State Interlocking and Train Control and Management 
System projects.

Leon began his career in the mechanical engineering  
field and following a stint in the army, where he was able to  
embark on further education, he became a senior lecturer  
in industrial training and development with the University  
of Melbourne.

Leon began his rail industry career as a training consultant for 
Westinghouse Brake and Signal, providing on-board, wayside 
and operations training for technicians and engineers in 
Australia and Asia. Following Westinghouse, he developed 
his own consulting business, clients included Westinghouse 
Signals, Rail Corp, Bombardier, National Express, Connex, 
MainCo, Metro Trains Melbourne and Invensys Rail. 

Leon is currently heavily involved in design and delivery of 
competency based courses for signalling design, rail operations 
and rolling stock engineering. He also advises and devises 
compliance strategies for competency recognition schemes  
in the rail industry and for the IRSE licensing scheme.

Adam is principal and founder of Rail Systems Engineers. He 
has extensive experience spanning over 19 years in the 
Australian and SE Asian rail sectors. His knowledge, capability 
and experience has been honed as project manager or 
technical lead over 100 high profile or technically challenging 
systems deployment projects. The most recent project Adam 
has worked on is the Regional Rail Link in Victoria.

Adam’s expertise includes systems engineering, hardware 
engineer and systems integration for communications, 
telemetry and train control systems.

In his previous role as national systems engineering manager, 
Adam had functional responsibility for a combined systems 
and signal engineering group of 40 engineers.

Adam also spent 12 years with Invensys Rail as a systems 
engineering manager, signalling engineering manager  
and project manager. 

He has a bachelor of physics and engineering, honours  
in electronics.

www.informa.com.au/railsignalling

Rail Signalling & Control Fundamentals

ABOUT THE COURSE

This course provides participants with a sound basis in  
the theoretical and practical requirements in signalling  
and control systems in the rail environment.

The course begins with a critical historical exploration of 
signalling and control system so that participants grasp the 
underpinning lessons for change in system design (along  
with technology changes). These lessons are reflected in  
the remaining content.

The course then goes on to explore the basic function, 
operation and design requirements of these two critical  
rail systems.

Covered throughout the course are the key concepts, 
terminology and types of signalling and control systems, 
along with plenty of discussions and activities to gain a  
firm understanding.

The course rounds out with an overview of the various  
design requirements, the key performance requirements  
and the nature of the tools and systems that guide 
contemporary system design.

WHO WILL BENEFIT

This is an entry level course. 

This will benefit those who interface with train control and 
signalling systems whose improved understanding of how 
they are designed and operated and the critical safety issues 
governing their design will improve project outcomes.

Job areas include engineering disciplines (eg. civil, structural, 
mechanical, project and design), operations management, 
maintenance, safety, track management, project management, 
graduates, technical sales, contractors, state and federal 
government, inspectors/technicians, public works professionals 
and signal engineers new to the field.

Leon Clark

Adam Clark

“I enjoyed learning about the control system 
elements and about control tables. It has given 
me a good base understanding of rail signalling 
and control fundamentals. The course was 
informative with good pace of lectures and  
a mix of exercises with the presentation”
Senior Systems Engineer, 
Nova Systems



SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

 — Headways, dwell and transit times; moving block
 — Reliability and availability, degraded modes
 — Single points of failure, redundancy and diversity  

failure scenarios

TYPES OF SIGNALLING CONTROL SYSTEMS

 — Reviewing various control systems
 — How they work with associated equipment:

 > Mechanical, relay, CBI, ERTMS, NX, CBTC, ATMS and ATC

  ACTIVITY

Rank system performance against supplied architectures

GUIDING SYSTEM DESIGN

 — Systems engineering processes
 — Human factors and safety in design
 — State and federal government regulations
 — The design authority
 — Proprietary design tools and methods
 — Budgets and timelines

  ACTIVITY

Develop a signalling scheme

FUTURE TRENDS IN SIGNALLING

Awareness of the local context

EVOLUTION OF SIGNALLING  
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

 — The impact of incidents and accidents on design
 — How technology increased design options
 — Procedures and systems that are still used

WHAT IS A SIGNALLING SYSTEM?

 — What is its purpose?
 — How does it work?
 — What can happen if it goes wrong?

WHAT IS A SIGNALLING CONTROL SYSTEM?

 — What is its purpose?
 — How is it presented to the operator?

HOW THE SIGNALLING SYSTEM WORKS  
IN AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

 — Signalling principles
 — Signalling rules
 — Operational procedures

  ACTIVITY

Hazard analysis: How safe are the signalling system  
and operational procedures?

COMPONENTS IN MODERN SIGNALLING  
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

 — Line side equipment: Signals, points, level crossings, 
track circuits and axle counters 

 — Interlocking: Relay and computer-based interlockings
 — On board systems: In-cab signalling systems; ATP
 — Train control systems: Centralised/distributed
 — Communications: Data, voice, media types  

and architectures
 — Operational control systems: Maintenance, fleet, 

timetable and staffing

  ACTIVITY

Development of a simple control table

SYSTEM SAFETY

 — Fail safe and how they work in the real world  
(track faults, level crossings and signal rules)

 — Enforcing authority (train stops)
 — ATP (TPWS, AWS, Vigilance, ATP and ERTMS)

28  & 29 March 2017 
Sydney

For those who have a professional status and require Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) to retain your status, you can use this course to fulfil the  
educational requirements. Contact your association to learn how.

A VALUE ADD

2-Day Intensive Course Outline

“Very well structured course that was useful 
and related to my current job, a very effective 
course. Leon was knowledgeable and had 
a relaxed, down to earth approach to the 
training. He answered questions and kept  
it as simple as possible”
Rail Safety Officer,  
The Independent Transport Safety Regulator



VIP CODE: 

EVENT CODE: 
P17GT10SY

ABN: 66 086 268 313

DELIVERY ADDRESS 

B:12251

WHY CHOOSE INFORMA CORPORATE LEARNING?
Informa Corporate Learning has a 30+ year track record of delivering very successful learning 
solutions achieving real and measurable value for our clients by matching training needs to 
our portfolio of senior subject matter experts. Together with you, we will identify the very 
best blended learning solution for your culture, your people and your business objectives. 

Quality Assured 

— Our customer satisfaction rating averages over 95% – unparalleled in our field
— We design market-leading training, with an evolving 400+ product portfolio
— Our hand-picked 900+ instructor faculty are recognised experts in their field
— Quality of content and delivery methods is assured through regular auditing

www.informa.com.au/training

Level 18, 347 Kent Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia. ABN: 66 086 268 313

HOW TO REGISTER
Online: www.informa.com.au/railsignalling
Telephone: +61 2 9080 4050 – Quoting P17GT10SY
Email: training@informa.com.au – Quoting P17GT10SY

Location and Dates
Sydney 28 & 29 March 2017

Venue
Course venues will be confirmed to registered participants, 2 weeks prior to the event
via email

COURSE FACULTY
Leon Clark

Leon has nearly 21 years of experience in developing 
competencies in signalling, control systems & rolling  stock 
engineering, & developing & delivering diverse  rail training 
projects

Adam Clark

Adam has 19 years of experience in various rail projects with 
experience spanning systems engineering, hardware 
engineering & systems integration for communications, 
telemetry & train control systems

Privacy Policy & Updating your Details: Please visit us online at www.informa.com.au/privacy for a full privacy policy. Database amendments can be sent  
to database@informa.com.au or phone +61 2 9080 4311. ABN: 66 086 268 313

For full terms and conditions, please visit: 
www.informa.com.au/railsignallingcs

INVESTMENT – RAIL SIGNALLING & CONTROL FUNDAMENTALS

RAIL SIGNALLING &  
CONTROL FUNDAMENTALS 
2-Day Training Course: An Essential Guide 
to Signalling for Non-Signalling People

Learn to work more effectively with those who design signal 
systems through this entry-level training designed to build  
your awareness of base system architecture, the jargon,  
& operational aspects of signal & train control systems

All prices are exclusive of 10% GST.




